Graduation Ceremonies

Tuesday 20 April 2004
Dear Graduates, Family Members and Friends,

The Arms of the University, granted in 1965, are based on the family crest of Lieutenant John Shortland, RN who charted the entrance to the Hunter River where Newcastle now stands. The suburb in which the University is established and its surrounds were first settled by Aboriginal people of the Awabakal Tribe. Initially, the name "Shortland" was given to the suburb. In 1992, both the campus and the surrounding suburb were formally given the name "Callaghan", in honour of the late Sir Bede Callaghan, the Chancellor of the University from 1977 until 1989.

For those interested in heraldry, the University Arms are described officially as: Azure a Sea Horse naiantin dexter chief a representation of the constellation of the Southern Cross of five Mullets all Argent.

The Mace

The Mace is the symbol of formal authority. The Mace used today belongs to the University of Newcastle and was designed by gold and silversmith, Gerald Benney. It is made of Australian walnut and silver and its head represents an open book - the traditional symbol of learning. The Mace was a gift from the University of New South Wales to commemorate the establishment of the University of Newcastle as an autonomous institution on 1 January, 1965. It is always borne ahead of the Chancellor in the academic procession during formal ceremonies such as today's presentation of academic awards.

Congratulations! The University is proud to honour its graduates in today's Ceremony.

Undertaking university studies involves a commitment over a considerable period and each of you will have a well-deserved sense of achievement at having successfully completed your chosen program. The qualifications that you have gained through the University of Newcastle will stand you in good stead for any path that you may choose in the future.

In recent times, the nature of higher education has changed rapidly, not only as a result of the globalisation of our endeavours, but also as students recognise the importance of upgrading skills and capabilities, expanding knowledge and enhancing career prospects. As such, students now enrol at different stages in their lives and may also find themselves re-entering universities as part of a life long learning process. Study brings with it a diversity of academic and social experiences, all of which serve to broaden our horizons, intellectually, personally and in employment.

Another focus of universities that has become increasingly important is that of alumni relations. The University of Newcastle's alumni are widely recognised as successful leaders and achievers in business, industry, government and professions. The quality of this network of colleagues and contacts attests to the standards of excellence set by the University and also offers new graduates access to a community that will allow them to maintain their links to Newcastle, no matter where they are in the world. I therefore, strongly encourage you to contribute to and strengthen our alumni relations by keeping in touch and participating in the wide range of activities that Alumni Chapters offer.

Finally, each of you has made a unique contribution to the University of Newcastle and we appreciate the opportunity you have given us to enrich our own experiences, academically, culturally and socially. The University has benefited from your participation in its programs and activities, and I hope you have found your own experience as a student most rewarding and fulfilling.

Congratulations on your achievements and we wish you continued success and good luck in the future.

Roger S. Holmes
VICE-CHANCELLOR AND PRESIDENT
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Ceremony for the Presentation of Awards

Order of Proceedings

At 2.30pm, the Master of Ceremonies will announce the imminent commencement of the Ceremony.

The University Fanfares will herald the entry of the Dais Party. The Assembly will rise and remain standing until the conclusion of the singing of the National Anthem.

Welcome to Country

The Chancellor will declare the Proceedings open.

The Chancellor will call upon the:

- Pro Vice-Chancellor of the Faculty of Health to present graduates from that Faculty.
- Deputy Vice-Chancellor to present research higher degree graduates.

The Vice-Chancellor will present Eric Willmot for admission to the degree of Doctor of Letters honoris causa.

Musical Interlude

The Vice-Chancellor will introduce Dr Willmot, DLitt honoris causa who will deliver the Occasional Address.

The Chancellor will invite the graduate chosen to speak on behalf of the graduates, to address the Assembly.

The Chancellor will declare the Ceremony concluded.

The Dais Party and the Assembly will rise as the University Fanfares are sounded.

The Dais Party will leave the stage.

The Procession of Graduates will follow the Dais Party out of the Hall.

Music for the Ceremony:
Organist: Keith Murree-Allen OAM
Musical Interlude: Greg Boddy on guitar and Michael Davison on didgeridoo
Awards

FACULTY OF HEALTH

UNDERGRADUATE

Bachelor of Health
Adrian Justin Mok
Michael Patrick Phelan
Phillipe Paul Tchan

Bachelor of Medical Radiation Science
in Diagnostic Radiography
Sally Biersteker
Carlee Jade Burns
Justine Elizabeth Clarke
Nathan John Coutts
Jasmine Dale
Cheree Louise Day
Kimberlee Ella Deery
Kristen Lee Fisher
Marc Daniel Heaton
Philip Kapiri
Belinda Maree Mammen
Sarah Mason
Renee McCluskey
Julie Cathleen McManus
Haley Menzies
Simon Joseph Pilgrim
Lauren Ann Pratt
Sally Jane Richards
Tessa Jo Smith
Elizabeth Ruth Stonehouse
Brooke Marion Taylor
Brook Leslie Turner
Kylie Rae Wong

Bachelor of Medical Radiation Science
in Diagnostic Radiography with Merit
Courtney Bastian
Nicole Frances Bonomini
Michelle Dorothy Bretenon
Nathan Clark
Susan Bernadette Crennan
Megan Lyn Currie
Nico Louise Daley
Jaclyn Kate Edwards
Deanne Lynn Gibson
Patrick James Kelleher
Tynelle Louise Kerr
Kate Elizabeth Mason
Christopher Leigh Maughan
Sarah Elizabeth Merrell
Jade Cara Stapleton
Melanie Wagner
Amanda Anne Wiley

Bachelor of Medical Radiation Science
in Nuclear Medicine
Jason David Fenwick
Ellen Patricia Murray
Hannah Lee O'Neill
Rowena Rose Reichel
Danielle Roach
Andrew Cameron Scouler
Justin Peter Selkirk
Christopher Ian Skilton
Timothy Patrick Smyth
Katherine Swystun

Bachelor of Medical Radiation Science
in Nuclear Medicine with Merit
Adrienne Johanna Grice Little

Bachelor of Medical Radiation Science
in Radiation Therapy
Lauren Maree Clews
Kate Louise Martin
Tobie Elizabeth McGann
Filimena Milenko
Joy Elaine Wilton

Bachelor of Medical Radiation Science
in Radiation Therapy with Merit
Casey Jade Crump
Kate Jane Heuston
Alisha Jade Moore
Sharon Margaret O'Brien
Leah Kylie Ponman
Sandra Rita Salidu
Amara Helene Young

Bachelor of Medicine
Knut Robert Hector Algaard
Kamal Ali
Clair Josephine Sodersten Ancher
Kristian Austad
Anna Elise Barrow
Sean Burnet
Patricia Louise Collie
Emily Kate Coxon
Cecilia Elizabeth de Gzell
Rachel Dernia
Sudarshen Duraisamy
Meghan May Evans
Robert Marc Feltrin
Anita Renee Frysztak
Raymond Tasman Gadd
Daniel Ghaly
Sara Linda Ghaly
Megan Louise Hamilton
Renee Ellen Harkin
Mark Thomas Henderson
Skye Hueneka
Katherine Zina Isoardi
Bridget Clare Johnson
Benjamin Philip Jones
Michael Bruce Alexander Kerr
Tammy Marie Kimpton
Marianne Borge Larsen
Clara Inkyung Lee
Alexander Yick-Chern Lim
Nina Hui Low
Nancy Matisha

Bachelor of Medical with Honours
Benjamin Dean Allen
Kathryn Maree De Ambrosis
Andrew John Donohue
Erin Jean Catherine Dunkley
Christopher James Elliott
Amandeep Kaur Hansra
Katherine Suzanna Holland
Matthew James Holland
Julian Lackel
Hilde Margrethe Kleven
Anthony James Marren
Jennifer Anne McMeniman
Mark Julian Mills
Elin Margaret Nesbitt-Hawes
Alyssa Marion Roy
Hanne Skoglund
Clayton Cowper Smith
Alasdair John Watson

Stephen Andrew McLvian
Ragna Borghild Molsaeter
Thapelo Namanyane
Alan Nazha
Thembekele Ncube
Justin Laurie Osborne
Rebecca Jane Owen
Elizabeth Joy Percival
David Emery Reiner
Joshua Bernard John Ryan
Alanna Lee Sandell
Kapil Sethi
George Selbert
Elizabeth Sturgiss
Melissa Jane Tanner
Katherine Ella Tindall
Ben Leeuwin Walker
Christopher John Whitney
Robyn Elaine Wilkin
Marcha Jennifer William
Charles Wintle
Bachelor of Nursing
Kerry Jane Baker
Renee Ball
Susan Ann Barker
Robyn Therese Benbow
Natalie Jane Bennett
Rosalyn Bernate
Melissa Jane Bickford
Laine Erilyn Billett
Anita Maria Bizzotto
Jannine Carolyn Black
Jocelyn Brand
Jennifer Leanne Bruning
Jacqueline Lea Buckton
Jayne Louise Campbell
Amanda Louise Cant
Luke Christopher Carroll
Alison Leone Chapman
Chu Kin Cheung
Su Ah Choi
Vicki Ann Collinson
Kathleen Anne Connolly
Leah Therese Connors
Anne Catherine Conway
Leslee Cook
Skye Leila Grace Cooke
Benjamin John Cox
Bronwyn Vivena Cox
Sarah Jean Crawford
Sarah Kate Cruickshank
Leanne Maree Dalton
Erin Davies
Jo-Ann Davis
Jessica Maree Dawe
Dominique Ruth Deacon
Tyson Brock Drew
Shann Maree Duffield
Natasha May Ellem
Scott Anthony Erskine
Catherine Dawn Fenning
Lisa Maree Fettell
Fabia Alison Fivesh
Karen Louise Flanagan
Richelle Maree Forbes
Casey Barbara Fulloon
Michelle Ann Gallagher
Nicole Louise Gee
Phillip Bernard Gibbs
Emma June Gleeson
Monica Green
Naomi Greenwood
Jody Grime
Melinda Jane Gurr
Deborah Gillan Guster
Susan Joy Hafey
Toni Michelle Hanna
Angela Clare Harding
Ashley Clifford Harding
Catherine Maree Hart
Sharleen Ann Hartin
Jo-Anne Maree Hawkins
Hyo Im Heo
Sarah Jean Hicks
Katie Louise Hogg
Sacha Hopwood
Beverley Claire Hunt
Ian Leonard Hurst
Jane Sarah Janetzki
Sharon Louise Jeffery
Erina Lee Jenkins
Mi Gun Jeoung
Cheryl Juratowitch
Anna-Maria Karlsson
Hea Won Kim
Moon-Hee Kim
Sook Kyung Kim
Laura Ellen Kurtz
Sang Nam Kwon
Nicole Rebecca Lacey
Wendy Jane Lagudi
Jean Elizabeth Larkin
Yun-A Lee
Yee-Man Leung
Susan Marie Lightfoot
Katrina Anne Linsley
Melanie Eirene Locking
Gloria Gale Mabbott
Mary Ellen Manning
Kristen Anne Maxwell
Rachael Ann McMillan
Jody McNair
Fiona Maree Meehan
Rae Elise Merritt
Ruth Ann Middleton
Susan Joy Monck
Lisa Jane Moran
Alexandra Clare Morgan
Peter Moules
Ann-Marie Nemeth
Sheena-Lee Newcombe
Deborah Jane Newhooq
Emma Leanne Noble
Tracey Ann Noy
Erin Patricia Nymoen
Carmen Louise Perkins
Sarah Elizabeth Phillips
Le-Anne Terese Price
Nicole Louise Rhoades-Brown
Matthew John Rispen
Rebecca Jane Ritchie
Elwyn Roberts
Michelle Patricia Robinson
Marie Rossi
Michelle Jacqui Salerno
Maria Victoria Santos
Mary Lorraine Sayce
Karen Lynette Scandrett
Karen Faye Searle
Brooke Marie Sievert
Fiona Kathleen Sinclair
Michelle Christine Slade
Kristy Natasha Snowdon
Sarah Anne Spillane
Clair Marie Stibbard
Tanetia Strong
Alexandra Mary Sunderland
Kim Judith Taylor
Belen Aimee Tee

Bachelor of Nursing (Honours) Class II
Division 1
Lee Joanne Lethbridge

Bachelor of Nursing (Honours) Class I
Rahael Louise Adams
COURSEWORK HIGHER DEGREES

Graduate Certificate in Nursing (Advanced Practice)
Karinne Andrich
Camilla Justine Askie
Bronwyn Elizabeth Carr
Mary Louise Cesca
Kate Joy Crawford
Melanie Louise Deeks
Murray William Drysdale
Emily Kate Evans
Mavis Gibbes
Neil Andrew Harris
Lewina Maree Hope
Colin Hunter
Jenny Lee Johnson
Yvonne Elizabeth Kellock
Janice Elaine Kirkness
Kylie Alice Lamont
Kylie Anne Lloyd
Kathy Therese Lovell
Caroline Mardle
Anthony John Neal Mc Ardle
Heidi Cheree McCollum
Paula Margaret OBrien
Lee Karen Potvin
Anne Lorraine Pudney
Andrew John Skiller
Robyn Jean Taylor
Brigitte Eduard Elisabeth Thys
Gail Debra Walker
Melea Ann Walker Charles
Rebecca Louise Windybank
Robert Woods

Graduate Diploma in Medical Radiation Science (Nuclear Medicine)
Chan Yee Mei

Graduate Diploma in Midwifery
Cathryn Louise Atherton
Rebecca Marie Bailey
Katherine Bradshaw
Anne Brisley
Marie Frances Forbes
Heidi Geese
Jacqueline Carol Hartley
Angela Jane Hudson
David Bruce Macfadyen
Anne Rodgers
Kathryn Ann Underhill
Denise Maree Wild
Dianne Margaret Zammit

Graduate Diploma in Nursing (Advanced Practice)
Hsin-Yi Yang

Master of Nursing (Advanced Practice)
Aishath Shafeeu
Linda Beth Winn
Soo-Jin Yoon

Master of Nursing (Nurse Practitioner)
Sharon Ann Booth
Bronwyn Lee Cosh
Alan Robert Grochulski
Doune Heppner
Mark Colin Myles Joyce
Debbie Ann Lamers
Sarah A Learmont
Soung Lee
Joanne Kathryn Perks

RESEARCH HIGHER DEGREES

Doctor of Philosophy

Research Centre for Gender and Health
Glennys Ruth Parker, BA,BSc(Hons)
Thesis Title: Abused Mid-aged Women in Australia: Experiences, Emotional Well-being, and Ways of Coping
Order of Proceedings

At 6.00pm, the Master of Ceremonies will announce the imminent commencement of the Ceremony.

The University Fanfares will herald the entry of the Dais Party. The Assembly will rise and remain standing until the conclusion of the singing of the National Anthem.

Welcome to Country

The Chancellor will declare the Proceedings open.

The Chancellor will call upon the:

- Pro Vice-Chancellor of the Faculty of Health to present graduates from that Faculty.
- Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Research) to present research higher degree graduates.

Musical Interlude

The Vice-Chancellor will invite Professor Nick Saunders to deliver the Occasional Address.

The Chancellor will invite the graduate chosen to speak on behalf of the graduates, to address the Assembly.

The Chancellor will declare the Ceremony concluded.

The Dais Party and the Assembly will rise as the University Fanfares are sounded.

The Dais Party will leave the stage.

The Procession of Graduates will follow the Dais Party out of the Hall.

Music for the Ceremony:
Organist: Keith Murree-Allen OAM
Musical Interlude: Performed by Gavin Clark on Cello

Ceremony for the Presentation of Awards

Tuesday 20 April 2004 6.00 pm
Awards

FACULTY OF HEALTH

UNDERGRADUATE

Bachelor of Applied Science (Consumer Science)

Elizabeth Solange Dunlevie
Michelle Robyn Fletcher
Niki Georgoulis

Bachelor of Applied Science (Consumer Science) With Merit

Leanne Gaye Schofield

Bachelor of Biomedical Science

Sarah Marguerite Bennett
Renee Bianchi
David Boettiger
Amanda Louise Brown
Rebecca Louise Dalton
Lauren Jane Farrugia
Conor Gilligan
Sarah Louise Gordon
Amanda Grozdanovski
Petrina Louise Guthrie
Paul Richard Harrison
Daniel Johnstone
Louise Marie Masters
Monica Ruth McMahon
Calida Gai Moller
Natascha Frances Rennie
Rebecca Elizabeth Roach
Michael David Sales
Megan Deanne Sellers
Helen Rosemary Smith
Alexander James Stevens
Michael Brendan Storey
Seth Michael Tarrant
Peter James Watson

Bachelor of Biomedical Science (Honours) Class II Division 1

Ellen Maree Byrnes
Belinda Ruth Hansen
Sonya Michelle O'Shea
Naomi Marie Scott

Bachelor of Biomedical Science (Honours) Class I

Wayne Barrie Anderson
Jay Christopher Horvat
Sonya Amanda Hubbard
Stephanie Gai Krajnak
Ellen Marks
Damian Donald McLeod
Sophia Maria Moscovis
Kathryn Anne Skelding (University Medal)
Ellen Karin Soster

Bachelor of Health Science (Nutrition and Dietetics) with Honours Class I

Lisa Anne Callen
Katherine Fillo Cox
Rachael Melanie Cox
Kate Fitzpatrick
Luke Zachary Gibson
Natalie Bianca Grainger
Jennifer Michelle Green
Samantha Tammi Krupp
Tiny Ledimo
Sally Ann Noble
Rhian Elizabeth Parker
Brodie Jane Preston
Erica Louise Reeve
Elissa Jillian Strath
Charlotte Anna Karin Thelandar
Nicole Louise Weaver

Bachelor of Health Science (Nutrition and Dietetics) with Honours Class II Division 1

Julie Marie Edwards
Danae Margaret Godfrey
Jaclyn Anne Holland
Brigid Peta Horan
Julie Ann Lord
Kelly Louise Monger
Louise Mary Parfitt
Rachael Maree Wischer

Bachelor of Health Science (Nutrition and Dietetics) with Honours Class I

Sophie Margaret Roberts
(University Medal)
Julia Louise Steenkamp

Bachelor of Human Nutrition

Kit Yan Clara Ng

Bachelor of Health Science (Occupational Therapy) (Honours) Class II Division 1

Elizabeth Ann Best
Georgia Clinton
Sarah Mary Cunningham
Owen Heath Dawes
Lisa Claire Duffy
Tania Maria Eddon
Jacqueline Elizabeth Gorman
Kim Grundy
Lauren Elaina Johnson
Doreen Marie Linehan
Rebecca Jane Mossman
Samantha May Mulley
Melissa Kate Williams

Bachelor of Health Science (Occupational Therapy) (Honours) Class I

Sean Laurence Betland
Kate Maree Morrow Brown
Amy Therese Stowe

Bachelor of Occupational Therapy

Leanne King
Jaclyn Lavers
Sally-Anne Lawler
Kathleen Sarah Lennox
Doba Luppi
Kerrie Anne Padgett
Laura Jane Paxinos
Noni Payling
Megan Jane Radcliffe
Carla Louise Rina
Christie Lee Robinson
Gemma Elise Single
Rebecca Margaret Thurlow

Bachelor of Occupational Therapy with Honours Class II Division 1

Miranda Louise Chalmers
Erin Eileen Davis
Emily Jane Hogan
Fiona Amy Lee
Janie Lee Rutter
Allison Jane Thomas

Bachelor of Occupational Therapy with Honours Class I

Claire Elizabeth Giles
Larissa Kate Taylor

Bachelor of Medical Science with Honours Class I

Anders Per Faber-Svensson
Magnus Halland
COURSEWORK HIGHER DEGREES

Graduate Certificate in Applied Management (Health)
Patrick Michael Cashman
Norunn Stordal
Douangchanh Xaymounvong

Graduate Certificate in Health Promotion
David Allan Elliott
Julie Kay Kohlhagen
Kaylene Jennifer Williams

Graduate Certificate in Health Science
Debra Lynn Boyton
Kim Dove
Megan Kylie Hill

Graduate Certificate in Human Genetics
Samantha Nicole Aulton
Tianni Bolyn Helton

Graduate Certificate in Occupational Health and Safety
Sandra Louise Black
Vivianne Kay Browne
Caroline Mary Burg
Peter James Burgess
Melissa Maria Dodds
Colin James Fairall
Grant Gillard
Rodney David Griffiths
Scott Andrew Haywood
Geoffrey John Hennessy
Christine Lacey
Yarrow Faith Lee
Gregory George Macfarlane
Thelma Joyce Mathews
Shane Mervyn Murchie
Stephen William Nash
Tracy Rose Posner
Graham Andrew Reynolds
David George Sheerin
Noel James Skimmings
Darren Kenneth Stuart
Hendrik Willem Van Der Gugten
Robert James Wilson

Graduate Certificate in Population Health
Laetitia Ainley
Jane Elizabeth Fisher
David Griffin Lyall
Tudor Nishantha Mudalige

Graduate Certificate in Quality Improvement in Health Care
Nicole Christine Bailey
Susan Harrocks
Judith Ellen King
Audrey Patricia Sumner
Ashley Rohan Webb

Graduate Certificate in Sports Nutrition
Rebecca Fiona Asher
James Marcus Clarke
David Prosper Cummins
Carolyn Ann Heinz
Claire Katherine Kilham
Robyn Marguerita Lendrum
Kirsti Lynn McVay
Louise Tennille Moodie

Graduate Diploma in Clinical Epidemiology
Hanish Bagga
Gilda Bonacruz Kazzi
Reginald John Butler
Anar Kali Dilara
Karen French
Alexander William Hewitt
Kirsty Gai Hope
Elizabeth Maria Hurrion
Yasuhiko Kawai
Jacqueline Navarro
Davinder Singh-Grewal
Daniel Paul Swain
Tadashi Uyama

Graduate Diploma in Diabetes Care
Suresh Kumar Bansal
Pranab Kumar Biswas
Basudev Chatterjee
Kamal Singh Chhager
Parag Ganesh Deshpande
Perumal Durai
Saji Issac John
V Lakshminarayan
Kaustuv Mukherjee
Manoj Pandey
Vanimisetty Subaroya Prasad
Arati Shahade
Kumaraswamy Srinivas

Graduate Diploma in Genetic Counselling
Haley Jade Crotty
Lucinda Kate Hossack
Rebecca Kathryn Montgomery
Lisa Pierpan
Genevieve Fiona Say
Thanh Tran

Graduate Diploma in Health Promotion
Nicole Louise Trim
Nancy Langhorne Wyles

Graduate Diploma in Medical Statistics
Abdulla Jassim Faraj Mohd Abdulla
Gary Stuart Alcock
Donald Graham Anderson
Christopher Matthew Anstey
Andrew John Bowen
Pearline Han Yoke Suan
Richard John Hiscock
Ken Satoh

Bachelor of Medical Science in Community Health with Honours Class II Division 1
Amy Beth Nall

Bachelor of Occupational Health and Safety
Christa Andersen
Alaine Therese Callen
Cameron Barley Cox
David Bruce Currie
Nigel Philip Davidson
Christopher Ian Fogg
Andrew Philip Fraser
Jonathan Robert Gosling
Nathan Paul Hamilton
Sarah Jane Holman
Lana Joy Jackson
Annika Kay Lewis
Duncan McDougall
Tamara Ohmsen
Lynda Jane Quee
Boris Tanasic
Braham John Tindale
Graduate Diploma in Occupational Health and Safety
Peter Bede Bergin
Sharyn Leslie Buck
Stephen Graeme Burgess
Stephen Patrick Clarke
Terese Roseanne Curry
Faith Eson
Anthony John Farrell
Jane Marie Gardner
Leslie Robert Gibbs
David Michael Goff
Leanne Doreen Gorton
Michael Charles Harrison
James Hart
Lisa Maree Justice
Adelle Francine Le Cussan
Anne-Marie Makin
Lester Moffat
Waltraut Murray
Karen Newell
Wendy Megan Noble
Grant Charles Onley
Helen Lorrae Parker
Richard Myles Porteous
Dianne Maria Regan
Ian Gregory Richardson
Gregory Ian Ruskin
Paul Sciberras
Emma Jane Small
Kathy-Maree Taylor
Ross James Thomson
Wendy Ann Timms
Martin James Tunstead
Moira Antonia Waters
Allan Mark Watts
Julian Patrick Weir

Graduate Diploma in Sports Nutrition
Peter James Charles Foster
Andrew David Sortwell

Master of Applied Management (Health)
Nicholas Barber
Nicole Jane Byrne
Marianne Gullivag
Lydia Anne Searles
Andrea Mary Stone

Master of Genetic Counselling
Amy Claire Pearn

Master of Medical Science (Clinical Epidemiology)
David Cunnington
David Samuel Eccleston
Indra Gajanyake
Christos Stelios Karapetis
Andrew Walter Knight
Garry Lane
Shahid Latif
Lau Tang Ching
Mark Reuben Loewenthal
Osamu Murobayashi
Melissa Kendall Raven
Timothy John Ryan
Hidetaka Sato
David Craig Sowden
Hiroki Sugimori
Nicholas Joseph Talley
Ingrid Gretchen Tribe
Flora-Joan Van Rotterdam

Master of Medical Science
(Health Social Science)
Ajesh Kumar Ishri

Master of Medical Statistics
Michael Brian Johnston
Heather McElroy
Andrew Maxwell Searles
Megan Ellen Valentine
David Joseph Vance

Master of Occupational Health and Safety
Brett Leonard Hickinbotham
Stephen Jeffrey Ruff
Manjett Singh
Anthony Smith
Suppiah Veerasingam

Master of Pain Medicine
David Diamant
Gianelia Guernelli
Danny Robert Kolotyluk
Ajith Nair
Ian Miller Painter

Master of Quality Improvement in Health Care
Garry Lane

Master of Sports Nutrition
Kim Alexander Gaffney
Christopher John Llilico

RESEARCH HIGHER DEGREES
School of Biomedical Sciences
Master of Medical Science
Helen Irene Paul
Thesis Title: avB6 Integrin Expression in Diseased and Transplanted Kidneys

Stuart Dennis Phillips, BEng(Hons)
Thesis Title: Anatomy and Biomechanics of the Quadratus Lumborum

School of Health Sciences
Master of Medical Science
(Physiotherapy)
Suzanne Nicole Snodgrass, BSc (Phys Ther) (North Carolina)
Thesis Title: Factors Related to Thumb Pain in Physiotherapists

School of Medical Practice and Population Health
Master of Medical Science
Meredith Anne Tavener, BAppSc (Hons) (Ballarat University College), GDipHProm
Thesis Title: Veteran satisfaction with a home based preventive care intervention

Erica Jan Morse
Thesis Title: DEVELOPMENTAL DYSPLASIA OF THE HIP: Experiences of and Impact on Families and Health Professionals
Doctor of Philosophy

Research Centre for Gender and Health
Lauren Therese Williams, BSc(Hons)
GradDipSocSci(N.E.), GradDipDiet (Deakin)
Thesis Title: Factors affecting weight change in mid-age women

School of Biomedical Sciences
Mohammed Shariq Imtiaz, BSc
(Wichita State)
Thesis Title: Distribution pacemaking through coupled oscillator-based mechanisms: A basis for long-range signalling in smooth muscle

School of Medical Practice and Population Health
Patricia Mary Davidson, BA MEd (W'gong)
Thesis Title: Living with Heart Failure

Patrick John Kelly, BMath(Hons)
Thesis Title: Survival models for recurrent event data: an application to vitamin A trials for childhood morbidity

Marita Clare Lynagh, BHMS (Q'ld)
Thesis Title: An evidence-based approach to an evaluation of a health promoting schools intervention

Thomas John Naduvilath, BSc MSc
(Madras)
Thesis Title: Statistical Modelling of Risk Factors Associated with Soft Contact Lens-Related Corneal Infiltrative Events

Aurmporn Oberdorfer, DM (Chiangmai), MMedSc
Thesis Title: Improving Infection Control Compliance in Non-Medical Skin Penetration Services

Ammarin Thakkinstian, MSc (Mahidol), MMedStats
Thesis Title: Meta-analysis of Molecular Association Studies

A University Medal may be awarded to a candidate who has achieved First Class Honours and displayed exceptional academic ability.

To be considered for this award, a graduate must have a consistent record of exceptional academic achievement at all levels of a Bachelor's degree program, and qualify for a Bachelor's degree with First Class Honours.

Sophie Margaret Roberts
Bachelor of Health Science (Nutrition and Dietetics) (Honours)

Kathryn Anne Skelding
Bachelor of Biomedical Science (Honours)
Prizes

**All Faculties**
Australian Federation of University Women (Central Coast Branch) Graduate Prize
Hunter Water Corporation Chemical Engineering Research Project Prize
Newcastle Citizens’ Prize
Singapore Graduating Class '88 Prize
Sydney Alumni Medal & Young Alumni Medal
University of Newcastle Convocation Prize

**Faculties of Science & IT and Engineering & Built Environment**
Carbon Consulting International Prize
Russell Swann

**Faculties of Science & IT and Health**
Greta Spall Prize
Lauren Cottrell and Skye McIver

**Faculty of Business & Law**
“The Institute Prize”, the Australian Institute of Banking and Finance Prize in ACFI3130 Investments
Tim Lagerpusch
Australian Finance Conference Prize
Boon Huat Phua
Barry Gordon Memorial Prize for History of Economic Thought
Emily Novak-Niemela
Barry Gordon Memorial Prize for Industrial Relations IV
Butterworths Prize in Constitutional Law
Sarah Ellicott and Scott Reid
Butterworths Prize in Legal Practice (Litigation 1)
Butterworths Prize in Legal Practice (Litigation 2)
Butterworths Prize in Legal Practice (Transactions 1)
Butterworths Prize in Legal Practice (Transactions 2)
C J Chandler Memorial Prize
Camping World (Maitland) Award for Excellence in Postgraduate Marketing Concepts
Paul Adkins
Clark Shipping Prize
Boon Huat Phua

Class Technology Prize for System Development Methodologies
Clayton Utz Prize in Legal Drafting
Rhiannon Barnard
CPA Australia Newcastle/Hunter Valley Branch Prize for Second Year Management Accounting
Dusica Krunic
CPA Australia Prize for Best Graduating Student in Accounting
Dusica Krunic
CPA Australia Prize for Best Graduating Student in Accounting at the Central Coast Campus
CPA Australia Prize in First Year Accounting
Alexandra McInnes
CPA Australia Prize in First Year Accounting at the Central Coast Campus
CPA Australia Prize in Second Year Accounting at the Central Coast Campus
Cutcher and Neale Investment Services Undergraduate Prize
Luke Quinnell
Cutcher and Neale Prize in ACFI2010 Corporate Accounting and Reporting
Courtney Dolan
Cyril Renwick General Proficiency Prize
James Coltheart
Deacons Prize in Commercial Law
Amanda Durand
Dean’s Prize
Lawler Partners Consultants Prize for Excellence in Postgraduate Consumer Behaviour
Rhys Palmer
Donald Geddes Prize in Criminal Law and Procedure
Jason Court
Duncan MacDonald Prize for Best First Class Honours Result in the School of Management
Tamara Bryden
Edward St John Memorial Prize
Hayley Blackman
Graduate Management Association Prize
Antony Drew
Grinners Award for Excellence in Consumer Behaviour
Prudence Walker
**Hoddinott Consulting Prize**  
Hunter Valley Family Law Practitioner's Association Prize in Family Law  
Jennifer Fitzalan

**Hunter Valley Law Society Prize**  
Danielle Minahan

**Hunter Valley Law Society Prize in Conveyancing**  
Lisa Wynan

**Hunter Water Corporation Prize in Environmental Law**

**Institute of Chartered Accountants (Newcastle Branch) Prize in Financial Accounting**  
Courtney Dolan

**IPAC Prize in Financial Planning**  
Sean Cole

**Keith Wilson Prize for Labour History**  
Tamara Llewellyn

**Kloster Prize for Excellence in Marketing Research**  
Leonie Hands-Taylor, Elizabeth Hensley and Prudence Walker

**KPMG Prize in ACFI3070 Issues in Taxation**  
Jade Beavan

**Lawler Partners Prize in ACFI3050 Auditing Theory & Method**  
Dusica Krunic

**Louis & Marjorie Karpin Memorial Prize**  
Elizabeth Cohen

**McCosker Partners Pty Limited Prize**  
Ian McMurtrie and Marco Guede

**McGraw-Hill Prize for Business Communication - Semester 1**  
Karen Skinner and Kristy McIntyre

**McGraw-Hill Prize For IRHR1110 - Semester 1**  
Elizabeth Swain

**McGraw-Hill Prize For IRHR1110 - Semester 2**  
Dusica Krunic

**McGraw-Hill Prize in Business Communication - Semester 2**  
Phillip Hall

**Morison Prize for Honours in Economics**  
Justin Sprogis

**Morison Prize in 1000 Level Economics**  
Adam Kemp, Sarah Hawkins and Andrew Gill

**Morison Prize in 2000 Level Economics**  
Stuart Barclay

**Morison Prize in 3000 Level Economics**  
Alexander Cobb and James McKid

**Neal J Dickinson Memorial Award**

**New South Wales Bar Association Prize in Civil Procedure**  
Matthew Georgeson

**New South Wales Bar Association Prize in Equal Opportunity Law**  
Martin Smith

**New South Wales Bar Association Prize in Equity**  
Nicole Morrison

**New South Wales Bar Association Prize in Evidence**  
Sarah Ellicott

**Newcastle Branch of the Industrial Relations Society Prize for IRHR2020 Australian Industrial Relations System**  
Tamara Llewellyn

**Newcastle Branch of the Industrial Relations Society Prize in IRHR3030 Workplace Industrial Relations**

**Newcastle Law Society Prize in Professional Conduct**  
Christopher Collett

**Newcastle Permanent Building Society Prize for Excellence in Enterprise Development**  
Mark Robinson

**Newcastle Permanent Building Society Prize for Excellence in Entrepreneurial Management**  
Neil Haydock

**NIB Prize for Excellence in Services Marketing**  
Natalie Moss

**P D Henderson Memorial Award**  
Belinda Davis

**Peach Advertising Prize for Excellence in Advertising and Promotions Management**  
Sarah Bale, Lisa Patterson and Gabrielle Hirst

**Pearson Education Prize for 'Marketing Principles' Semester II**  
Alicia Carr

**Philip W Bates Health Law Prize**  
Yasmin Bell and Helen Hopcroft
PricewaterhouseCoopers Prize in ACF11010 Financial Accounting
Alexandra McNees

PricewaterhouseCoopers Prize in ACF13170 Taxation in Australia
Alan Rai

R A Derkenne Prize in Commerce
Belinda Davis

R A Ryan Memorial Prize for First Year Management
Dusica Krunic

S D Lindgren Memorial Prize
Carolyne Moy

Tax Institute of Australia - Newcastle Prize in Taxation Law
Katrina Reye

The Central Coast Law Society Geoff Thomas Memorial Prize
Lorraine Ladd-Hudson

The Commonwealth Bank Prize in ACF13030 Accounting and Decision Support Systems
Alan Malsem

The Commonwealth Bank Prize in ACF13160 Behavioural, Organisational and Social Aspects of Accounting
Belinda Davis

The Holding Redlich Prize in Intellectual Property (LAW55018)
Kylie Bevenidge

The Institute of Chartered Accountants Prize in First Year Accounting
The Jennifer Romcke-Jones Accounting and Finance University Award

The Newcastle Permanent Building Society Prize
Timothy Connolly

Upper Hunter Business Enterprise Centre Prize in Business Venturing
Karen Skinner and Frances Raymond

Faculty of Education & Arts
Alex Dowling Prize in Labour History
John Smith

Ann Lowry Memorial Prize in Latin

Austrian Embassy Prize

Bachelor of Teaching/Bachelor of Design & Technology Prize in Textiles Technology
Carly-Louise

Bart Roos Memorial Prize in Classical Civilisation
Ross Abbs

Dennis Balson Philosophy Prize
Department of Communication and Media Arts Prize
Elizabeth McIntyre

Douglas Ashworth Memorial Prize in Classical Civilisation (3000 Level)
Kristyll Dawson

Dr Maurice Sendak OBE and Mrs Betsy Sendak Prize

Ernest Helmore Prize

Faculty of Education Prize

Firstchance Prize for Special Education

Frank Duncan Memorial Scholarship (Prize)

Frank Hutchens Memorial Prize
Ben Castelli

G H Duncan Prize in Education
David Holland and Joel Cruickshank

Geoffrey Alan Cranfield Memorial Prize
Brett Thompson

Godfrey Tanner Memorial Prize in Ancient History
Maxine Lewis

Godfrey Tanner Memorial Prize in Latin at 1000 Level
Jan Thomas

Goethe Prize in German Studies
Harri Jones Memorial Prize
Katie Lawrence

Hunter Area Speech Pathologists' Student Award

Hunter District Classical Association Prize for Honours
Jeff Tillitzki and Jenny Wilson

Hunter Region Sculpture Society Prize "Rachael Samuels Memorial Award"

Hunter Technology Educators Association Prize
Prue Shaw

Institute of Technology Education (Newcastle Branch) Prize - Year 1
Tamara Alexander

Institute of Technology Education (Newcastle Branch) Prize - Year II
Cherie Pisani

Institute of Technology Education (Newcastle Branch) Prize - Year III
James Harvey
Institute of Technology Education Prize - Year IV
Simon Ramage

J & E Fenwick Prize
Gavin Heise

James King Memorial Prize in Greek
Jane Addams Prize for Excellence in Social Work
Jenolan Caves Reserve Trust Prize for Excellence at 2000 Level
Lisa Patterson

Joe Punshon Memorial Award
John Docker Prize for Cultural Studies
Kelver Hartley Prize in French
Tyronne Crisp
Lenore Smithson Memorial Prize
Kristyll Dawson

Macquarie Manufacturing Sculpture Prize
Maitland City Council Award for Best Performance in Core 3rd Year Courses
Margaret Auchmuty Prize for Education
Deborah Fernance and Aimee Bott
Melinda Moore Memorial Award
Janet Fulton
Micheline Price Prize for French at Intermediate Level II
David Lonergan
Micheline Price Prize in FRE3620
Travis Watters
Micheline Price Prize in FREN1200
Jessica Bennett
Minor Thesis in Educational Studies Prize
Music Lovers Club Prize for Composition
Richard Hair
Newcastle City Council Prize for Historical Research
Benjamin Coombe
Newcastle Institute for Educational Research Prize
Philip Morgan
Newton-John Memorial German Prize
Rieke Tinneberg

Newton-John Memorial Music Prize
Gordon Hamilton

Norman Million Prize
Peter Pickhover Memorial Prize for Radio Production
Jeremiah Byrnes

Port Stephens Council Community & Recreation Services Award
Tylie Bayliss

Private Speech Pathologists' Association of New South Wales Student Award
Ray Cattell Prize

Ruth Higgins Prize

Sarah Wheeler Prize for 1000 Level History
Robert Elliot
Sarah Wheeler Prize for 3000 Level History
Ross Abbs

School of Social Sciences Lois Bryson Prize for Excellence in Sociology at Undergraduate Level
Catherine Williams

School of Social Sciences TASA Prize for Excellence in Sociology at 1000 Level
Sir Edward Parry Memorial Prize
Lauren Colvin

Speech Pathology Australia Student Award
Speech Pathology Student Clinical Prize

Staff Prize in Classical Civilisation (1000 Level)
Andrew Hickey and Michael McGarvey
Stelform Prize for Technical Writing
Hana Macleod

The Alexander Ritchie Memorial Prize
The Association of Graduates of the University of Newcastle Prize
Martin Hill and Joshua Skewes

The Friends of the University of Newcastle John Turner Memorial History Lecture Prize
The Gertrude Helmore Prize

The Regal Cinema Prize in Film Studies at 1000 Level
Thomas Collins

Ube City Prize for 300 Level Japanese
University of Newcastle Certificate for Bachelor of Teaching/Bachelor of Arts - Primary Education
University of Newcastle Certificate for Bachelor of Teaching/Bachelor of Arts - Social Sciences
University of Newcastle Certificate for Bachelor of Teaching/Bachelor of Arts (Visual Arts)
Leah-Jane Filby
University of Newcastle Certificate for Bachelor of Teaching/Bachelor of Science
Manuel Baleato
University of Newcastle Certificate of Merit for Bachelor of Teaching/Bachelor of Music course
Rebecca McDonald
University of Newcastle Establishment Group Prize
University of Newcastle/UNSW Prize
Valma Barker Memorial Prize for Strings
Brendan Mee
Vicki Jordan Memorial Prize
Warren Derkenne Memorial Prize
Emily Gillett

Faculty of Engineering & Built Environment
A W Roberts Medallion
ACSE Prize in Structural Engineering
Brendan Drake
AISC Undergraduate Steel Design Award
Association of Public Authority Surveyors (APAS) Prize
Nathan Knight
Astley Pulver Prize for Second Year Surveyors
Nathan Knight
Australasian Corrosion Association (Newcastle Branch) Prize
Australian Geomechanics Society Prize in Soil Mechanics
Cameron Wood
Australian Water Association (Newcastle Group) Prize
Lauren Randell
Board of Architects Bachelor of Architecture Year 4 Prize
Board of Architects Bachelor of Science (Architecture) Year 1 Prize

Board of Architects Bachelor of Science (Architecture) Year 2 Prize
Board of Architects Bachelor of Science (Architecture) Year 3 Prize
Board of Surveyors' Medal
Anthony Steel
Consulting Surveyors New South Wales Prize in Land Studies
Anthony Steel
Consulting Surveyors New South Wales Prize in Surveying Project
Ryan Alexander
Engineering Fraternity Prize
Ernest Guy Smith Memorial Medallion
Ernest J Egan Prize
Douglas Teyhan
Faculty of Engineering and Built Environment Prize for Best Research Paper
Hunter Water Corporation Achievement Award
Nathan Delaney
Hunter Water Corporation Chemical Engineering Research Project Prize
Lauren Randall
Hunter Water Corporation Environmental Engineering Project/Design Prize
Matthew Shrimpton
Hunter-Manning Group of Surveyors Prize for Outstanding Community Activities
Shelley Wilson
Hunter-Manning Group of Surveyors Prize for the Most Improved Third Year Surveying Student
Daniel Lee
Institute of Electrical Engineers Australasian Prize
Institute of Materials Engineering Australasia Prize
Institution of Chemical Engineers (NSW Group) Prize
Lauren Randall
Institution of Engineering Australia Civil and Structural Branch Prize in Environmental Engineering
Matthew Shrimpton
Institution of Engineers Australia (Newcastle Division) Prize
Institution of Engineers Australia Civil and Structural Branch Prize in Civil Engineering
Nathan Delaney
Institution of Engineers Australia Prize in Computer Engineering
Institution of Engineers Australia Prize in Electrical Engineering

Institution of Engineers, Australia Prize in Telecommunication Engineering

Institution of Structural Engineers Prize for Best Final Year Project in Structural Engineering
John Mullard

Institution of Surveyors Australia Hunter-Manning Group Prize in Surveying
Anthony Steel

Institution of Surveyors New South Wales Incorporated Prize in Cadastral Surveying
Anthony Steel

K.G. Hoffman Prize in Urban Design

LEGS Prize for Transportation Engineering
Phillip Stoddart

Les Gibbs Prize for Creative Design
Thomas McConaghey

Mine Subsidence Technological Society Prize in Geotechnical Design
Mark Gardiner

Morison Prize in Mechanical Engineering (Junior Prize)
Mark Gardiner

Morison Prize in Mechanical Engineering (Senior Prize)
Dusan Illic

Neville Clouten Architectural Synthesis Prize

Newcastle Chemical Engineering Group Prize
Paul Voigt

Newcastle Master Builders Association Prize

Nextgen.Net Web Engineering Prize

NSW Department of Commerce Prize for Architecture

NSW Department of Commerce Prize for Construction Management

NSW Department of Commerce Work Experience Prize for Environmental Engineering
Renee Collison

Object Consulting Pty Ltd Object Technology Prize

OneSteel Prize in Civil Engineering
Robert Petersen

OneSteel Prize in Electrical and Computer Engineering

OneSteel Prize in Mechanical Engineering

Purdue Prize in Circuit Fundamentals

Purdue Prize in Computer Engineering

RACI - Industrial Chemistry Prize
Caroline Phillips

RAIA Annual NSW Chapter Prize

RAIA GSA Architects Graduation Prize in Architecture

Remote Sensing and Photogrammetry Association of Australasia Prize
Jai Reddy

Robert Carr and Associates Prize in Environmental Geotechnics
Mark Gardiner

Spruson & Ferguson Prize in Chemical Engineering

Spruson & Ferguson Prize in Civil Engineering
Mark Gardiner

Spruson & Ferguson Prize in Electrical Engineering or Computer Engineering

Spruson & Ferguson Prize in Industrial Engineering or Mechanical Engineering

SRIA University Award for Concrete Design
Cameron Wood

Sue Park Memorial Prize

Sydney C Morton Prize

The Daniel Clark Award
Richard Straton and Simon Burgoyne

The DSTO Surveillance Systems Division Undergraduate Prize

The Electric Energy Society of Australia Prize

The Peter Kleeman Medallion
John Mullard

The Tony Herzog Award
Mark Gardiner

W E Clegg Memorial Prize
Richard Stratton

Kath and Tom Farrell Prize

Newcastle Flora and Fauna Protection Society Prize
Faculty of Health
ADInstruments Prize for Human Structure and Function
Rebecca Roach
Andrew Lojszczyk Prize
Australian & New Zealand Society of Nuclear Medicine - Academic Prize
Hannah O'Neill
Australian & New Zealand Society of Nuclear Medicine - Year III Clinical Prize
Timothy Smyth
Australian Scientific Prize for Cellular and Molecular Science
Bio-Rad Prize for Biomedical Science
Rebecca Roach
Blackwell Science Prize
Elizabeth Sturgess
Carl Mason Memorial Scholarship (PRIZE)
Hunter Occupational Therapists Prize for Fieldwork
Larissa Taylor
Hunter Region Residential Aged Care Managers Association Prize for First Year Nursing
Nerida Davis
Lisa Farina Memorial Prize
Margaret Auchmuty Prize for Medical Students
Newcastle Sub-Branch of the Australian Institute of Radiography Prize in Diagnostic Radiography
Jaclyn Edwards
Newcastle Sub-Branch of the Australian Institute of Radiography Prize in Radiation Therapy
Sandra Salidu
NSW Branch of the Australian Institute of Radiography Prize in Diagnostic Radiography
Nicolette Bonomini and Marc Heaton
NSW Branch of the Australian Institute of Radiography Prize in Radiation Therapy
Sandra Salidu
Royal College of Nursing Australia Hunter Valley Chapter Prize for the Bachelor of Nursing (Registered Nurse)
Rae Merritt
Royal College of Nursing Australia Hunter Valley Chapter Prize for the Graduate Diploma in Nursing
Steele Douglas Prize in Pathology
Surgical Synergies Prize for Academic Presentation
Kuba Luppi
Suzanne Lyons Memorial Prize for Excellence
Janine Downie
The Andrew Lawson Memorial Prize in Oncology
The Australian Medical Association - (NSW) Ltd Prize
Anthony Marren
The Charles Keage Prize in Diagnostic Radiography
Renee McClusky
The Charles Keage Prize in Radiation Therapy
Lauren Clews
The Goodman Fielder Award
The Hunter Imaging Group Award for Academic Excellence in Medical Radiation Science (Diagnostic Radiography)
Melanie Wagner
The Hunter Imaging Group Award for Academic Excellence in Medical Radiation Science (Nuclear Medicine)
Adrienne Little
The Kellerman Award
Paul Jarvie (member of staff)
The Linda and John James Gentle Mother and Son Prize in Paediatrics
The New South Wales Association of Occupational Therapists Prize for Occupational Therapy Practice
University of Newcastle Prize for Nursing
Brooke Sievert
White Prize for Physiology in Medicine
WorkCover Prize for Occupational Health & Safety
Chee Hwee
Yakult Student Award
Sophie Roberts
Faculty of Science & Information Technology
2NUR Prize for Radio Journalism
Sarah-Kate Scicluna
Apollo Commemorative Prize in 400 Level Physics
Natasha Weaver
Apollo Commemorative Prize in Physics 2000
Australian Institute of Navigation Proficiency Award
Mark Breithaupt
Australian Institute of Physics Prize in Physics 4000
Australian Psychological Society Prize
Rowena Cooper
Barry Boettcher Honours Prize
Barry Boettcher Prize
Basic Science in Psychology Prize
Emily Bohlscheid
Beryl Nashar Prize in Level 2000 Geology
Boeing Prize for Excellence in Aviation
Mark Breithaupt
Clean Air Society (CASANZ) Prize in Environmental Science
Cogan Associates Pty. Limited Prize
Chanti Richardson
Delta EMD Australia Pty Ltd Prize
Department of Chemistry Staff Prize in Level 2000 Chemistry
Department of Geography and Environmental Sciences Honours Prize
Don Angus Memorial Prize
Donald Peterson Prize
Edward John Phillips Memorial Prize
Frank Stoddart Prize
Geological Society of Australia (NSW Division) Prize in Third Year Geology
Huldah Turner Prize for Mathematics
Helen Lindsay and Sarah Richardson
Ivan Lincoln Rose Prize in Applied Mathematics
Craig Murch
Ivinskis Memorial Award
Alison Beck
J A Keats Prize
Brooke Petersen
Katie Reinikka Memorial Prize
Anthony Healy and Elizabeth Jones
Margaret Pitcher Prize in Level 1000 Mathematics
Alison MacReady and Carmen Po
Margaret Pitcher Prize in Level 2000 Mathematics
Mathematics Prize in Level 2000 Mathematics
Kane O’Donnell
Mortimer Temple Prize
Jonathon Lindsay
P G Irwin Prize in Geography
Peter Hendry Prize in Biochemistry
Physics Staff Prize in Physics 1120
Prospectors Earth Sciences Prize
Rachel Vazey
Psychology in Education Prize
R K Whiteley Prize in Surface Chemistry
Robert Carr and Associates Geology Honours Prize
Robert Jeffrey Foote Memorial Prize
Royal Australian Chemical Institute Prize in Chemistry Honours
Royal Australian Chemical Institute Prize in Level 3000 Chemistry
SAS Institute Prize in 2000 level Subjects in Statistics
Natasha Weaver
SAS Institute Prize in 3000 level Subjects in Statistics
Nathan Colbert
SHL Aviation Psychology Prize
The Australian Association of Natural Resource Management Prize for 2000 Level
Environmental Science
Tanya Phillips
The Charles Marshall Thesis Prize
Susan Alagic
The Ros Gribble Prize in Clinical Psychology
The Wilhelm Wundt Prize in First Year Psychology
Asa Johnsson, Penelope McLennon and Michelle Draper
W F Geyl Prize in Geography
W H Ward Prize in Psychology
Anthony Akers
The University would like to thank the following individuals, families and organisations and Faculties and Schools of the University of Newcastle that have generously provided financial assistance to students of the University of Newcastle. Some of our generous donors do not appear on the list at their own request.

**Individuals and Families**

- Architecture students and graduates
- Bai Foundation
- Barker Family
- Victor & Adele Bear
- Professor Nikolai Bogduk
- William Bowmore
- Bishop James Bromley
- Bill Childs Memorial Trust Fund
- Vera Deacon
- Randle Dennison
- Peter Doyle
- Dato Bin Mohamed Esa
- Dr Benjamin Ewald
- Evatt House Student Body
- Friends of the University
- Dr Barbara Grahame Estate
- Kelver Hartley Bequest
- Dr Peter Hendry
- Emeritus Professor John & Dr Daphne Keats
- Peter Leong Eng Keong
- Nellie Knight Estate
- Marjorie Lambert
- Judith Mason
- Graham Matheson
- Geoffrey Pickles
- Jovan Pavalovic
- Mary Rankin Estate
- Philip Miller
- Joan Sawyers-Miller
- Emeritus Professor Godfrey Tanne Trust
- Professor Harold Tarrant
- Jennie Thomas
- Stefan Wawrzyniak
- Student Union (Central Coast)
- The Foundation for Young Australians
- Williams Foundation

**Organisations**

- ABI Group Constructions
- Adams Pneumatics Pty Ltd
- Adamstown Lions Club
- Asthma Foundation of NSW
- Australian Rotary Health
- BHPBilliton Research and Technology Development Board of Surveying & Spatial Information
- Central Coast Health
- Cessnock City Council
- Clyde Engineering
- Community Audit Services Inc
- Computer Systems Australia
- CCI Pope Pty Ltd
- Cutcher & Neale
- Delta Electricity
- Dockrill Consulting Engineers
- DUC Associates Pty Ltd
- Ecoflex Australia
- EDI Rail
- Energy Australia
- Eraring Energy
- Forsythes
- GHD Pty Ltd
- Godfrey Pembroke Financial Consultants
- Harbourside Haven Retirement Village
- Hunter Environmental Institute
- Hunter Health
- Hunter Medical Research Institute
- Hunter Valley Law Society
- Hunter Water Corporation
- Hunternet Cooperative Ltd
- Industrial Automation Services Pty Ltd
- Ingenico
- Institute of Surveyors
- Killarney Bateau Bay Lions Club
- KPMG
- Lahey Constructions Pty Ltd
- Lake Macquarie City Council
- Lawler Partners
- Leighton Contractors Pty Ltd
- Master Builders Association (Newcastle)
- McCosker Partners Pty Ltd
- Newcastle Aboriginal Support Group
- Newcastle City Council
- Newcastle Mater Misericordiae Hospital
- Newcastle Port Corporation
- North West Slopes (NSW) Division of General Practice
- NSW Department of Health
- Onica Explosives
- Pacific Medical Pty Ltd
- Pacific Power
- Port Waratah Coal Services Limited
- Quantum Energy Systems
- Rackstraw Morgan & Jones Pty Ltd
- R. Hall & Sons Pty Ltd
- RIBG
- Roads & Traffic Authority
- Rotary Club of Gosford
- Rotary Club of Tamworth
- Royal College of Pathologists Australasia
- Sparke Helmore
- St Albans Anglican Church
- Sulcal Constructions
- Suters Architects
- Thomas Simpson & Masters Pty Ltd
- Titan Light Pty Ltd
- Tomago Aluminium
- Transform Composites Pty Ltd
- Trimble Navigation Australia
- TYP Consulting
- United Campus Bookshops Ltd
- Uniting Care Aged Care
- Waratah Engineering Pty Ltd
- Worley Ltd
- Wyong Shire Council

**Government, Faculties and Schools**

- Department of Education, Science & Training
- University of Newcastle
- Vice-Chancellor, University of Newcastle
- Faculty of Business and Law
- Faculty of Education & Arts
- Faculty of Engineering & Built Environment
- Faculty of Health
- Faculty of Science & Information Technology
- School of Architecture & Built Environment
- School of Biomedical Sciences
- School of Engineering
- School of Electrical Engineering & Computer Science
- School of Fine Art
- School of Mathematical and Physical Sciences
- School of Nursing & Midwifery
- School of Social Sciences
- The Conservatorium
- Wollotuka Centre for Aboriginal Studies
- Discipline of Nutrition & Dietetics
- Enabling Programs Unit
- Central Coast Campus
- Edwards Hall Board of Trustees
- NUSport
- TUNRA Ltd
Message from the Warden of Convocation

Dear Graduate,

In graduating from the University, you automatically become a member of the University of Newcastle Convocation. Our first member graduated in 1966, and since then Convocation has grown to include more than 70,000 members.

Convocation is not simply an "Old Boys' and Old Girls' Union". It is an integral part of the University itself, being named in the University of Newcastle Act (just after the Council, and before the Professors!) as one of the bodies of which the University consists.

What this means in practice is that, as a graduate, you are able to lay claim to a continuing role in your University, just as you have a continuing stake (as holder of a Newcastle degree) in its well-being and reputation.

I hope that many of those who graduate today will actively take advantage of their membership of Convocation. You will receive notice of the Annual General Meeting, which those of you who are resident in Newcastle may be interested to attend.

Convocation's main business is carried out by its Management Committee, which meets several times a year. It organises such things as public lectures by prominent individuals, and the presentation of awards to graduates who have distinguished themselves in their particular field.

Of a less formal, more social, nature are the activities of the various Alumni Chapters which Convocation has established in a number of cities both throughout Australia and overseas. These Chapters arrange dinners, cocktail parties and reunions as well as providing networking opportunities for Newcastle graduates who have moved to another Australian city or overseas country.

If you wish to receive further information on these benefits and services, please contact:

Alumni and Graduation Services
The University of Newcastle
Callaghan NSW 2308
Phone: (02) 4921 2009
Fax: (02) 4921 6593
Email: convocation@newcastle.edu.au

Please also use the above contact to keep us informed when you change your address. We hope you will stay in touch with us, and your current address will help us stay in touch with you.

On behalf of Convocation, let me congratulate you on obtaining your degree and wish you all the best for your future.

Emeritus Professor Ken Dutton
WARDEN OF CONVOCATION AND PRESIDENT OF ALUMNI

The University of Newcastle Fanfares

In mid-1994, staff and students of the University's Faculty of Music were invited to submit entries for a competition to compose the University Fanfares. The composition had to be capable of being performed either on organ or on brass.

The winning entry by Professor Robert Constable, was first played publicly at the University's overseas graduation ceremony held in Singapore in August 1994.

The Fanfares are performed at all ceremonial functions to herald the entry and departure of the Chancellor and other members of the Council.
The Graduation Ceremony: A Brief History

The graduation ceremony is one of great antiquity. Its essential features have been the same since the 12th century when the first universities came into existence. Its necessary constituents are the Chancellor or his or her deputy, the academic staff, the graduates, and the public.

The church had a monopoly of education, partly because it was the guardian of true doctrine, and partly because clerics were almost the only people who could read and write. As a result, the only person who could license a teacher was the bishop of a diocese until, under pressure of other business, he deputed the task to his chief secretary or chancellor.

As learning spread, teachers wanted a licence to teach not just in one diocese, but everywhere, and the only person who could give them that was the Pope. The Chancellor's authority, then, came from the Pope. But at the Reformation, Henry VIII assumed for the Crown all the rights which had previously been the Pope's in England. That is why all subsequent universities in England have been created by Royal Charter. It is for this reason also that the Chancellor does not wear ecclesiastical robes, as would have been worn in the Middle Ages, but robes similar to those of the Lord Chancellor of England.

The second group participating in the ceremony is the academic staff. In the 12th century they would all have been called "masters" or MA. At that date they were paid no salaries, but hired their own lecture rooms and charged their own fees. But they also formed themselves into a guild or union, which is what universitas originally meant. As in all guilds they were insistent that they, and only they, should determine who should be of their number, and since this involved saying who should be teachers, they soon found themselves in conflict with the Chancellor. In the 13th century they won a great victory when they persuaded the Pope to decree that Chancellors were obliged to confer degrees on all those nominated by the masters. That is why the masters examine the candidates, why the Dean, acting as their spokesperson, reads out the names of those who are to receive degrees, and why the masters at this ceremony watch to see that the Chancellor or his Deputy does what is required of him.

Thirdly the graduates. The word "degree" comes from the Latin gradus, which means "a step". When students are admitted to a Bachelor degree they move one step up towards the mastership. When they are admitted to a master's degree they climb another step and come up on a level with the masters, who then receive them into their guild or universitas. In the Middle Ages they would then have stayed on the dais, so that their old master could invest them with the symbols of office. But that was only part of the business. The new master had to deliver an inaugural lecture, entertain the whole guild of masters to dinner and preside over disputations for forty days continuously. For that reason, taking one's master's degree was called "inception", or the beginning of one's career as a master.

The public is the fourth participant. It has an important function because the whole point of the proceedings is that they should be seen and heard by valid witnesses. The public hears the words of the Dean and the Chancellor and sees the new graduates dressed in their respective gowns or robes.

The academic gowns are derived from the everyday dress of the medieval clergy. In the Middle Ages they were not open in front, but closed like a clergyman's cassock. It was in about 1500 that academics had the front opened up so as to display the fine clothes which they were wearing underneath. The hood was the normal medieval headwear, but it soon acquired a coloured lining. By the 17th century, if not earlier, these colours were strictly controlled so that anyone could identify from the colour of a graduate's hood, the university and the degree.

The foregoing is an adaptation of an Address given at a Graduation Ceremony at the University of Birmingham by Emeritus Professor R H C Davis and reprinted in his book 'From Alfred the Great to Stephen' (Hambledon Press 1991), pp. 307-309. It is reproduced with kind permission of the author's widow.
ADVANCE AUSTRALIA FAIR

Australians all let us rejoice,
For we are young and free;
We've golden soil and wealth for toil;
Our home is girt by sea;
Our land abounds in nature's gifts,
Of beauty rich and rare;
In history's page, let every stage
Advance Australia Fair.
In joyful strains then let us sing
Advance Australia Fair.

The Great Hall

Most Graduation Ceremonies held by the University of Newcastle within Australia are held in the Great Hall. It was designed by architects Ancher Mortlock Murray and Woolley and officially opened in 1973. More than half of the cost was donated by the community in response to an appeal launched by the then Lord Mayor, Alderman Frank Purdue.

The auditorium seats 1450 people and the stage can accommodate a full symphony orchestra. The stepped ceiling rises to over 19 metres and is lined with brush-box timber from the NSW North Coast.

The stainless steel emblem of the University's Coat of Arms was made by the Sydney designer Michael Santry, and the Hunter Tapestry was designed and created by Mary and Larry Beets. Its theme is the Hunter Valley and the events which have shaped it over the millennia.

The University Medal

The award of a University Medal is a rare honour made only when there is a candidate of sufficient merit.

To be considered for this award, a graduate must have a consistent record of exceptional academic achievement at all levels of a bachelor's degree program, and qualify for a bachelor's degree with first class honours.